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It's summer time. Time is slowly passing by the pool, the sea, the lake... depending. Sailboats
leave the harbor to compete on the water. After a little setting, I propose you a review of the very
beautiful YEMA Yachtingraf of which I "caught" a very nice item just before the summer.

Let’s start with the review
Front view: a watch identifiable at first glance. Small seconds counter on the left. Counter with
aperture dedicated to the regatta start countdown on the right. Note the gold sailboat on black
background pictogram on the dial.

I am really fond of this case, with its beveled edges that come to die at the end of the lug on one
side, and on the crown shoulder on the other.

Ahhh, this bevelled edge !

Bakelite bezel, plexi glass... What more could you want? Oh yes, did you see? I dressed it up with
a grey NATO strap.

Flip, Flap on both sides

I was seduced by the play of reflections. This one is pretty cool.

By the way, how does it work ?
Illustrated explanation…
A regatta takes place on the water... so there is no red light that turns green and no competitors
wisely lined up on a starting line... but there is a big fight during the 5 minutes before the start.
During this time, the competitors try to position themselves as best as possible. Feel the
atmosphere: the weather is nice, the sails are making noise, slamming in the wind, the crews are
at the winches and at the sheets...
The skipper takes a quick look at his Yachtingraf. All right. Everything is at zero.

BAOUM! First gunshot. Warning signal. The countdown is beginning. Start in 10 minutes!

During the first 5 minutes of the countdown, the competitors sniff each other, go around the line,
can cross it without penalty, test the paces and the wind. In short, they are warming up. The race
has not started. 1mn has passed. The zero appears in the aperture.

Two minutes have passed (see the advance of the blue zone and the graduation, at the bottom of
the right counter). 3 minutes left before the end of the first countdown.

Only 2 minutes left. Not too much wind. Come on, we're tacking downwind! Watch out for the
gybe! Pull in your heads!

Oh yes, I forgot to mention: the countdown disk advances every 30 seconds. Not very useful in the
first phase of the countdown. Valuable in the last minutes, however! Technically, this means that
the original Valjoux 7733 caliber has been enhanced. The mobile of chronograph (wheel which
drives the large tachometric hand of the chrono) has got 2 symmetric fingers instead of one. It is
the finger which makes advance the minutes wheel every 60 seconds for a traditional chrono, or
every 30 seconds for the Yachtingraf, by the intermediary of the inter-counter wheel (Read your
favorite watchmaking book to know more about it...)

One minute left before the end of the first phase of the countdown…

BOOM!! Preparatory signal. Start in 5 minutes! We enter the regulation time. From now on, the
racers must respect strict rules. For example, if a sailboat crosses the starting line, it must go and
reposition itself on the other side by passing imperatively outside the beacons that mark the line.
That’s a lot of time lost. The tension is rising!

Start in 4 minutes. Jean Müller made it efficient and the counter with its aperture window takes its
full meaning. No more numbers, just the red display of the elapsed time on the upper part, and the
value of the remaining time in the dedicated aperture, on the right bottom of the counter.

3 minutes. Pression is high. Beware of the rules of priority you b…! You're not sailing on the river!

2mn, 30 seconds. Thanks to the modified 7733s the 30 second slots are perfectly identified. No
one is laughing anymore. A mistake before now can be irrecoverable before the start. Tie up your
sail a bit.

2 minutes. One changes tack to move away a little from the start line.

POOOT! Start of the last minute. Come on, turn around. Ready to tack? Tack!

30 seconds. F***, this one is trying to cut us the wind... Tie up your sail for Christ sake!

BOOM! Last shot of the cannon. HERE WE GO! May the best team win.

